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The use of natural fibre-reinforced plastics for higher-stressed applications is currently
often limited by the high price of high-quality semi-finished products. Therefore, the
present study deals with developing yarns from cost-effective hemp from a disordered
separation process (total fibre line) for composite reinforcements. Composites were
fabricated using a miniature pultrusion process with thermosetting matrices from the
yarns. The results show that around 90% of the flexural strength and flexural modulus of
identically produced flax composites could be achieved with maximum values of 282 MPa
for the flexural strength and 23.4 GPa for the flexural modulus. The yarns were additionally
used to manufacture quasi-unidirectional fabrics to produce composite laminates using
different manufacturing processes. The highest values were obtained for a laminate with
39 vol% fibre content, produced with a resin injection process in an autoclave, achieving a
tensile strength of 155 MPa, Young’s modulus of 19.4 GPa, a flexural strength of 174 MPa
and bending modulus of 12.4 GPa. The characteristic values are sufficient to use the
materials in applications with higher mechanical requirements.

Keywords: Staple fibre yarn, rotor yarn, quasi-unidirectional fabric, hemp, mechanical properties, hybrid hemp/
glass composites

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to increasing environmental awareness and finite fossil resources, more and more materials
based on renewable raw materials are being used in the composites sector (Liu et al., 2017a; Tanasă
et al., 2020). The use of hemp fibres in various applications is mainly due to their biological origin,
which is associated with carbon sequestration during growth (Ingrao et al., 2015). In general,
natural fibres display benefits for the environment like biodegradability, renewability of raw
material, and reduction in emission of greenhouse gasses (Thyavihalli Girijappa et al., 2019). Bast
fibres like hemp display comparatively high strength and stiffness compared to many other
vegetable fibres (Bourmaud et al., 2018; Müssig, 2010). There has been increasing attention on
using bast fibres for higher loaded applications in recent years. In particular, flax fibres and flax
fibre-reinforced plastics were examined in depth (Yan et al., 2014; Bourmaud et al., 2018; Ramesh,
2019; Baley et al., 2020). Compared to flax, hemp fibres are often more challenging to process. An
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overview of steps to be taken for using hemp in high-
performance composites is given by Müssig et al. (2020a).

For use in technical applications, many factors can influence
the properties of the hemp fibres and composites like the
cultivation, harvesting, retting and processing (Liu et al.,
2017b; Musio et al., 2018; Müssig et al., 2020a; Müssig et al.,
2020b; Bourmaud et al., 2020; Hao et al., 2020; Réquilé et al.,
2021). As with all natural fibres, a major disadvantage of hemp
fibres is the fact that the properties can vary considerably due to
the different cultivation and processing conditions (Müssig and
Martens, 2003; Shahzad, 2012). To achieve a good reinforcing
effect in a composite, hemp fibres usually require modifications to
improve their characteristic values and interfacial bonding with
polymer matrices and reduce their hydrophilic character (Mittal
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017a). Tanasă et al. (2020) grouped these
modification methods into three major categories: chemical,
physical and biological. Chemical reagents like alkali (Islam
et al., 2011; Dayo et al., 2018; Sepe et al., 2018), silane (Dayo
et al., 2018; Sepe et al., 2018) or cyclohexane/ethanol (Dayo et al.,
2018) may reduce the hydrophilic character of the fibres and thus
improve compatibility with the hydrophobic matrix. They often
expose more reactive groups on the fibre surface to improve the
fibre/matrix adhesion. With physical methods, structure and
surface properties can be changed without extensively
changing the chemical composition of the fibres. With
biological agents and processes like fungi (Li et al., 2009),
enzymes (Fischer et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2016a; Liu et al.,
2017c), bacteria (Tamburini et al., 2004) and lignin (Wood
et al., 2011), the fibre surface properties can also be adapted
(Tanasă et al., 2020). The improved interfacial adhesion between
hydrophilic fibres and hydrophobic polymers reduced moisture
uptake, which may lead to higher strength and stiffness (Réquilé
et al., 2019), increased microbial degradation resistance, higher
thermal stability and prolonged durability of composites can be
achieved (Shahzad, 2012; Mittal et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017a). In
addition to fibre/matrix adhesion, other factors like fibre content
(Sebe et al., 2000), fibre geometry and fibre size (Müssig and
Amaducci, 2018) influence the mechanical and thermal
behaviour, the tendency to absorb water and swell (Perrier
et al., 2017) have been presented for hemp fibre-reinforced
composites (HFC). Besides the fibre characteristics and
processing methods, the properties of the composites can be
significantly influenced by the reinforcement structure, as shown
by several studies for flax fibre-reinforced composites (Goutianos
et al., 2006; Liu and Hughes, 2008; Baets et al., 2014; Poilâne et al.,
2014; Shah et al., 2014; Santamala et al., 2016; Scida et al., 2017)
and HFC (Madsen et al., 2007; Santulli and Caruso, 2009; Abbas
et al., 2020; Corbin et al., 2020a; Müssig et al., 2020a; Corbin et al.,
2020b). Corbin et al. (2020a) pointed out that recent
developments in the field of natural fibre-reinforced
composites for higher stressed applications mainly focus on
using unidirectional reinforcements. Usually, composites
reinforced with yarns perform better than composites
prepared from fleece or needle felt with random fibre
orientation (Zhang and Miao, 2010). Due to the finite length
of plant fibres and the high number of selectable process
parameters, the production of yarns, rovings and fabrics is

complex. Some studies focus on developing novel
reinforcement structures (semi-finished products) in the hemp
sector. For example, Boccarusso et al. (2018) developed grid-like
fabrics. The results of the study show interesting mechanical
properties, highlighting their possible use as a core for sandwich
composite structures. Borrello et al. (2020) used a braiding
technique to produce different structures and found a strong
dependency of the topology of textile reinforcements by the
braiding manufacturing parameters. Corbin et al. (2020b)
developed a quasi-unidirectional woven hemp fabric designed
to combine the advantages of easy handling, impregnability by
the matrix and fibre alignment. Therefore, low twisted rovings
with a high density in the main direction were used whereby the
crimp was kept minimal.

Compared with glass fibres, the density of hemp fibres is
clearly lower, which may also lead to a lower density of the
composite. However, the processing procedure must also be taken
into account. The maximum fibre volume fraction of hemp fibres
to be achieved in a composite is often lower than that of glass due
to the irregular shape and the associated irregular fibre packing.
Therefore, the thickness of the components may be higher and
the mass of HFC similar (Scarponi and Messano, 2015) or even
higher than that of glass fibre-reinforced (GFC) composites
(Maino et al., 2019). However, with lower and comparable
fibre volume fractions, the HFCs have clear advantages in
terms of lightweight construction potential compared to GFC,
which also positively influences the results of life cycle analyses
(LCA) (Müssig and Albrecht, 2018).

A major disadvantage of bast fibre-reinforced plastics, and
HFCs in particular, is a relatively low toughness which is
significantly lower compared with GFC (Shahzad, 2011; Patel
et al., 2015), often limiting their use to applications that do not
have to withstand high impact loads. For example, Shahzad
(2012) gives a value of 4.8 kJ/m2 for hemp/UP and 80.4 kJ/m2

for glass/UP reinforced with a fibre volume fraction of 20%. The
failure of hemp and GFC composites differs significantly
(Bonnafous et al., 2011; Maino et al., 2019), and the fibre
orientation, as well as the semi-finished product, have a
significant influence on the toughness (Santulli and Caruso,
2009). At the same time, HFC display better (acoustic)
damping characteristics than GFC (Buksnowitz et al., 2010).

Hybrid materials are now being used with increasing
frequency for highly stressed composite materials to minimise
the disadvantages of HFC and GFC. Above all, the toughness of
HFC and the damping behaviour of GFC can be significantly
improved by hybridisation. An overview of the hybridisation of
GFC and bast/glass hybrid composites is given in the review
articles by Singh et al. (2017) and Kumar et al. (2017).
Thermosetting hemp/glass hybrid materials have also been
investigated in some studies (Cicala et al., 2009; Scutaru et al.,
2014; Somashekar et al., 2016; Sanjay et al., 2016; Sanjay and
Yogesha, 2017; Patel et al., 2018; Bhoopathi et al., 2018; S.
Sharavanan et al. et al., 2018; Murugu Nachippan et al., 2020;
Boria et al., 2020; Murugan et al., 2021). Generally, hybridisation
with glass fibres improves the properties of the composites, like
mechanical characteristics and water absorption capacity,
compared to pure HFC (Sanjay et al., 2016). However, it
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should be noted that the properties of the hybrid materials
significantly depend on the layer arrangement (Murugu
Nachippan et al., 2020; S. Sharavanan et al. et al., 2018).
Hybrid composites exhibit damage patterns that are mostly
dominated by the higher fibre volume fraction of glass fibres
and their location in the outermost layers (Boria et al., 2020). For
applications that have to withstand dynamic loads, the
determination of the fatigue behaviour of composites is also of
particular interest (Yuanjian and Isaac, 2007; de Vasconcellos
et al., 2014a; de Vasconcellos et al., 2014b; Fotouh et al., 2014;
Shahzad and Isaac, 2014; Barbière et al., 2018; Barbière et al.,
2020). Compared to GFC, HFC shows lower fatigue sensitivity
and lower stiffness degradation at the same normalised peak
stress levels and better resistance to crack formation (Yuanjian
and Isaac, 2007; Shahzad and Isaac, 2014). LCA has shown for
hybrid materials, that the use of hemp can lead to considerable
ecological advantages by the reduction of glass fibres and resin
content compared to standard GFC. An environmental
advantage was found during the production phase, and it is
mainly attributed to the biological and sustainable origin of
hemp (La Rosa et al., 2013).

Manaia et al. (2019) pointed out that advanced research
and progress led to increasing mechanical performance of
HFC. Nonetheless, more research is needed to improve their
properties and to expand their range of applications. In the
same vein, Müssig et al. (2020a) stated that hemp will be found
in high-performance composites in the short-to-medium
term. However, there is a need for performance
optimisation especially through the selection of crop
variety, best practices in retting, and adequate fibre
extraction methods to obtain more consistent fibre qualities
suitable for the production of semi-finished products for high-
performance composite applications (Müssig et al., 2020a). A
study by Madsen et al. (2007) showed that hemp yarns
produced in two different years did not show significant
differences in linear density and fibre size distribution from
a textile point of view. Nevertheless, the yarns resulted in
different composite properties, which should be eliminated in
future research.

One of the biggest problems with the industrial use of bast
fibres for high-value applications is the high price of semi-
finished products. Currently, long flax is used for highly
stressed natural fibre-reinforced components, which is cost-
intensive due to the complex and intense harvesting and
processing technology. The semi-finished product costs can
be almost at the level of carbon fibre semi-finished products
(Deimann, 2020). In a previous study, we have already shown
that comparable composite properties can be achieved with
less expensive flax staple fibres from tow by producing an
alternative staple fibre yarn (Graupner et al., 2021). It is well
known that the twist of ring-spun yarns prevents the full
utilisation of the fibre reinforcement potential in a composite
(Zhang and Miao, 2010). The higher the yarn twist, the lower
the mechanical composite properties (Goutianos et al., 2006;
Baets et al., 2014; Scida et al., 2017). Therefore, the staple fibre
yarn had an almost unidirectional fibre orientation. The yarn
costs are significantly lower than the prices of low-twist yarns

or rovings available on the market while achieving a
comparable reinforcing effect. It was also possible to
produce a demonstrator component (leaf spring / axle tie
for a bogie of a narrow-gauge railway) from flax and a hybrid
material from flax and glass. The hybrid material displayed
significantly higher tensile, bending and impact properties
than the pure flax fibre-reinforced plastic. At the same time,
the flax layer is protected against moisture and environmental
influences by the outer glass layers (Graupner et al., 2021).
This process developed for flax was recently transferred to
hemp. Like flax fibres, hemp fibres from the disordered fibre
line (total fibre line with no preferred fibre orientation
(Müssig et al., 2020a)) are of bio-based origin and thus
offer considerable advantages in terms of environmental
friendliness compared to synthetically produced fibres.
Hemp may provide comparable mechanical properties to
flax, but compared to the previously used flax tow, it is
even cheaper at ∼1.0 €/kg compared to ∼1.4 €/kg for flax. If
similarly good mechanical properties can be achieved in a
composite, this aspect represents a considerable economic
motivation for the industry to use hemp as a reinforcing fibre
in its products.

The raw hemp is processed into slivers, yarns, fabrics, and
composites in the study presented here. The reinforcing effect
of the developed yarns is verified with the testing of
unidirectional composites and compared with the results of
the previously developed flax yarn. Laminates of hemp fabrics
and hybrids of hemp and glass fabrics were produced with
project partners from the industry by vacuum infusion, resin-
transfer-moulding (RTM) and a resin injection process in an
autoclave. The aim was to achieve 80% of the mechanical
characteristic values obtained with the previously developed
flax composites.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials
Hemp fibre bundles were used for the development of staple fibre
yarns. Hemp was cultivated in France (Planéte Chanvre, Aulnoy,
FR) with a sowing density of 45 kg per hectare to obtain thin
stems and a high fibre yield (6–7 t straw, 25–30% fibre bundles)
and was harvested, field retted and pressed at seed maturity. The
variety used was USO 31, a co-utilisation variety used for needle
felts and fleeces. The seeds can also be used, and thus a favourable
market price is possible.

The developed flax staple fibre yarn presented in (Graupner
et al., 2021) and a glass fibre roving (type EC16 200 TD22C with
zero-twist and a fineness of 200 tex; Saint-Gobain Vetrotex,
Aachen, DE) were used as reference samples for reasons of
comparison.

Composites were produced from two different matrices: 1) an
epoxy resin (type Epikote RIMR 135 with hardener Epikure
RIMH 137, Momentive Specialty Chemicals B.V., Rotterdam,
Netherlands; mixing ratio 100:30; density 1.15 g/cm³) and 2) a
bio-based epoxy resin PTP-L® (Polymer material made of
Triglycerides and Polycarbon acid anhydrides; density
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1.1 g/cm³) produced by company Biocomposites And More
(B.A.M., Ipsheim, DE).1

2.2 Fibre Processing, Yarn and Fabric
Production
Raw hemp was further processed by SachsenLeinen
(Markkleeberg, DE). The fibre bundles were stretched
(Schlumberger GN 5, FR) with a processing speed of
30 m/min on a carding machine (Russian design, UDSSR) into
card slivers. The tape-laying process was used with the aid of work
cards and needle tape draw frames. An 11 ktex sliver was
processed into a twisted yarn with a fineness of 525 tex and
was provided by SachsenLeinen.

Two staple fibre yarns without twist were produced with
30 m/min from a 5 ktex sliver with a fineness of approx.
300 tex. Fibres in yarns are held together with a polyamide
polyfil (78 dtex, 20 single endless fibres) that is spun helically
around the fibre yarn (Santamala et al., 2016).

For the production of rotor yarns, a modified open-end (OE)
rotor spinning process was used. The rotor spinning tester was
assembled at ITA (Institut für Textiltechnik of RWTH Aachen
University, DE) of various components. The basic construction of
the spinning tester is a custom-made product from Schlafhorst
(Mönchengladbach, DE). The construction is characterised above all
by the rotor housing for the use of rotors with large diameters.
Therefore, fibres with lengths of up to about 120mm can be
processed. As a result of excessive dust deposits in the rotor and
the high fibre shortening, the process stability in rotor spinning is
unacceptably low. To overcome this problem and to stabilise the
rotor spinning process when processing hemp, further machine
adaptation was necessary and had to be developed. A suction system
to discharge fibre dust from the opening roller led to a significant
improvement in the spinning stability. By reducing the deposition of
fibre trash in the rotor of the OE rotor spinner, it was possible to
produce OE rotor yarns from hemp successfully. Spinning was
possible with the small rotor (diameter 100mm) and the large
rotor (diameter 200mm). Themachine settings had to be adapted to
the rotor used. Spinning was carried out with an external false-twist
unit to reduce the yarn twist. The false twist unit was mounted
between the draw-off nozzle and the pair of draw-off rollers. The
yarn was given a temporary twist (false twist) by using the device.
The temporary twist increased the yarn strength and thus bridged
the critical area of the spinning process between the rotor groove and
the navel. The temporary yarn twist is no longer present in the
spinning direction downstream of the false twist device;
consequently, the yarn produced showed reduced twist (Lehmann
et al., 2020). The yarn produced shows a fineness between 550 and
600 tex. The processing parameters are summarised as follows:

• Rotor yarn V1: 344 twists/m, 6,000 rpm rotor speed,
100 mm rotor diameter, 24 m/min delivering speed, use
of false-twist unit.

• Rotor yarn V2: 408 twists/m, 7,000 rpm rotor speed,
100 mm rotor diameter, 17 m/min delivering speed, no
use of false-twist unit.

• Rotor yarn V3: 312 twists/m, 5,000 rpm rotor speed,
200 mm rotor diameter, 19 m/min delivering speed, no
use of false-twist unit.

• Rotor yarn V4: 262 twists/m, 5,000 rpm rotor speed,
200 mm rotor diameter, 19 m/min delivering speed, no
use of false-twist unit.

The twist angles of the yarn provided by SachsenLeinen and
the rotor yarns were determined on 6 yarn sections each. The
yarn sections were scanned with an Epson Perfection V800 photo
scanner (Suwa, Nagano, Japan) with 600 dpi in reflected light
mode and measured at 10 points each with ImageJ version 1.52i
(Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, USA), resulting
in 60 measured values per yarn type.

Fabrics (quasi-UD) were produced from the staple fibre yarns
and the glass roving on an industrial scale by Wenzel & Hoos in
the weft with a warp system of polyester (Nm 50/2; Polyester
Staple Fiber (SD OB) with a density of 1.39 g/cm³; Chung-Shing
Textile Co., LTD. Yang-Mei Chemical Fiber Factory, Taipei,
TW). A rapier weaving machine type HTV S (Lindauer
Dornier GmbH, Lindau, DE) was used with a width of
180 cm. The weaving machine is equipped with an electronic
dobby, electronic warp drain and electronic take-up motion. A
weaving speed of 200 1/min and a weft insertion rate of
236 m/min with a weft density of 12 threads per centimetre
was used. To determine the warp thread content of the fabrics,
15 × 15 cm2 of each fabric was cut to size and was sorted into warp
and weft threads. The composition and the mass per unit area of
the fabrics in the dried state (drying for 18 h at 60°C in an oven,
type UN 450, Memmert GmbH & Co. KG, Schwabach, DE) is
listed as follows:

• Flax fabric (Aδ3): 287.5 g/m2, 83.9% flax weft threads, 16.1%
polyester (PES) warp threads.

• Glass fabric (Rδ1): 296.6 g/m2, 83.6% flax weft threads,
16.4% polyester (PES) warp threads.

• Hemp fabric (Eδ1): 288.3 g/m2, 84.0% flax weft threads,
16.0% polyester (PES) warp threads.

2.3 Fibre Characterisation
Fibre bundles from all process stages were examined after
conditioning in a standard climate according to DIN EN ISO
139 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2005) to investigate the
influence of processing on fibre characteristics.

The fibre bundle length distributions of hemp from different
processing steps were evaluated visually by manual length
stacking. The fibre bundles were conditioned for at least 18 h
at 20°C and 65% relative humidity in a climate chamber (type
VCL 4003; Vötsch Industrietechnik GmbH, Reiskirchen-
Lindenstruth, DE) and were weighed at 0.6 g with a scale (type
Kern ABT 120-5 DM; d � 0.00001 g; Kern und Sohn GmbH,
Balingen, DE). Individual fibre bundles were arranged end to end
and fixed to copying film with double-sided adhesive tape.
Prepared fibre bundles were scanned with an incident light

1† In memory and honour of Uwe Schönfeld, the PTP resin developer, who passed
away much too early.
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scanner (Epson Perfection Photo V800, Epson, Meerbusch, DE)
at 600 dpi with a black background.

The fineness, measured as object width, was examined with the
Fibreshape measuring system (X-Shape Version 6.1.4, IST AG,
Vilters, CH). The fibre bundles were prepared on an Epson
Perfection Photo V800 flatbed scanner and scanned with a
resolution of 2,400 dpi in transmitted light mode. For the raw
hemp, 4,906 object sections were measured. The fibre bundles
prepared from the sliver, the rotor yarn V1, rotor yarn V2, the
staple fibre yarn V2 and the fabric, 30,141, 4,013, 4,317, 23,414,
and 4,653 object sections were analysed, respectively. The flax
fibre bundles from the staple fibre yarn were also measured (n �
42,182).

Single fibre bundles were analysed regarding their tensile
characteristics with a Fafegraph M testing machine
(Textechno, Mönchengladbach, Germany) working with a
pneumatic clamping system (PVC clamps) and a 10 N load
cell with a test speed of 10 mm/min at a gauge length of
20 mm. Per test series 80 single fibre bundles were investigated.

2.4 Composite Production
For composite production, four different production procedures
were used: 1) pultrusion, 2) vacuum infusion, 3) resin injection in
an autoclave (autoclave injection), and 4) resin transfer moulding
(RTM). The pultrusion process was used to produce UD-
reinforced test specimens to investigate the reinforcement
potential of the staple fibre yarns, while autoclave injection,
vacuum infusion and RTM were applied to investigate the
industrial processing of the fabrics.

Unidirectional composites were produced by miniature
pultrusion from yarns and epoxy resin in round and
rectangular rods with a length of 50 cm. The process is
described in detail in (Graupner et al., 2020). The round rods
with a fibre volume fraction of approx. 40% had a diameter
ranging between 5.5 and 5.8 mm. The rectangular samples were
produced with a fibre volume fraction of around 30%, a width of
10 mm and a thickness of 4.5–4.7 mm. After hardening for at least
48 h, the samples were post-cured at 60°C for 18 h in an oven
(type UN 450, Memmert GmbH & Co.KG, Schwabach, DE).
Afterwards, the rods were demoulded and cut to the required
length for impact and bending tests.

Composite laminates were produced by a vacuum injection
method in an autoclave with the PTP-L matrix and a vacuum
infusion process with epoxy resin from the quasi-UD fabrics as
described in (Graupner et al., 2021). In addition, the fabrics were
processed into laminates with the PTP-L matrix using a resin
transfer moulding (RTM) process. For this purpose, the fabrics
were placed in a heated, multi-part steel mould. The mould was
closed, and the fabrics were dried in the mould. The matrix was
then injected with the injection equipment. The mould was
heated to curing temperature and held for a while. Afterwards,
the mould was cooled down, opened, and the plate was removed.

Composite plates from vacuum infusion, autoclave injection
and RTM resulted in a thickness of approx. 2 mm and were cut by
water jet cutting to the appropriate dimensions for further tensile,
bending, impact and interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) tests.
Produced types of composites are listed below:

- Pultruded yarns and rovings:
• Twist yarn, 525 tex
• Rotor yarn V1, 588 tex
• Rotor yarn V2, 550 tex
• Rotor yarn V3, 604 tex
• Rotor yarn V4, 581 tex
• Staple fibre yarn V1, 294 tex
• Staple fibre yarn V2, 285 tex
• Flax yarn V9, 200 tex

- Processed fabrics:
• Fabric from staple fibre yarn V2, processed by vacuum
infusion (4 layers), autoclave injection (4 layers) and
RTM (4 layers)

• Flax fabric from flax yarn V9, processed by vacuum
infusion (4 layers) and autoclave injection (5 layers)

• Glass fabric, processed by vacuum infusion (6 layers),
autoclave injection (9 layers) and RTM (9 layers)

• Hybrid—glass and hemp fabric, processed by vacuum
infusion, autoclave injection and RTM (1 layer glass, 3
layers hemp, 1 layer glass)

2.5 Composite Characterisation
Before composite testing, test specimens were conditioned
according to DIN EN ISO 291 (Deutsches Institut für
Normung, 2006).

Bending tests on 7 pultruded round rods with a length of
120 mm were carried out at a span length of 96 mm according to
DIN EN ISO 14125 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2003a)
with a waisted load applicator (radius of waist: 6 mm) according
to ISO 3597-2 (International Organization for Standardization,
2003) with a pre-load of 10 N and a testing speed of 5 mm/min.
Tests were operated on a Zwick/Roell Z020 universal testing
machine (Zwick GmbH and Co., Ulm, DE) equipped with a
20 kN load cell. 6 to 7 specimens of the pultruded rectangular
specimens with a length of 100 mm were analysed according to
DIN EN ISO 14125 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 2003a) at a
span length of 74 mm. The test speed was set to 1 mm/min to
determine the bending modulus, then accelerated to 5 mm/min.
The bending tests of the composite laminates were carried out for
8 specimens, each with the dimensions of 100 × 15 mm2

according to the DIN EN ISO 14125 standard (Deutsches
Institut für Normung, 2003a) with the Zwick/Roell Z020
universal testing machine. A span length of 45 mm and a test
speed of 1 mm/min were chosen. The flexural modulus of all
bending tests was determined between 0.05 and 0.25% flexural
strain via linear regression. The strain was calculated from the
traverse path of the testing machine.

Impact characteristics were analysed with Charpy impact
pendulum devices type 5102 and 5101 (Zwick GmbH, Ulm,
DE) according to DIN EN ISO 179-1 (Deutsches Institut für
Normung, 2010) operating with pendulum sizes of 0.5–4.0 J (type
5102) or 7–50 J (type 5102). Seven specimens of the pultruded
rods were tested for each test series. The span distance was set to
40 mm for the round rods and 62.5 mm for the rectangular rods.
8 specimens per test series of composite laminates were tested at a
span length of 40 mm.
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The interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of 8 test specimens
with the dimensions of 20 × 10 mm2 of the composite laminates
was determined according to the standard 14130 (Deutsches
Institut für Normung, 2003b) using the Zwick/Roell Z020
testing machine at a test speed of 1 mm/min. The span length
was set individually for each test series and resulted from 5 times
the sample thickness.

Tensile tests of hemp and glass/hemp hybrid composite
laminates of 8 specimens per test series with a width of
25 mm and a length of 250 mm were carried out according to
DIN EN ISO 527-2 (Deutsches Institut für Normung, 1996) with
the Zwick/Roell universal testing machine equipped with a 20 kN
load cell and a test speed of 2 mm/min until breakage. The
elongation was recorded with a video extensometer
(VideoXtens, Zwick/Roell GmbH, Ulm, DE) between 0.05 and
0.25% strain after reaching a pre-load of 20 N. The Young’s
moduli of the GFC composite laminates were also determined
with the Zwick/Roell universal testing machine. As the load cell
capacity was too low to measure the breaking force of the glass
fibre composites, the samples were run to break on a Galdabini
Quasar 250 universal testing machine (Galdabini (S.P.A.),
Cardano Al Campo VA, IT, load cell 250 kN) until they broke.

The density of the specimens was determined gravimetrically
and via the measured volume of the bending samples.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Fibre Characteristics
Figure 1A shows that the raw hemp consists of coarse fibre
bundles with lengths partly higher than 25 cm. The production of
the slivers resulted in significant refinement of the fibre bundles
and a related shortening. The spinning process led to a further
slight shortening, whereas further processing into fabric did not

result in any further change of length. The fibre bundle lengths in
the fabric were many times higher than the critical fibre length
required for the reinforcement effect in a composite material. The
critical fibre length of bast fibres in an epoxy resin is given
between 0.2 mm (ramie) (Adusumalli et al., 2010) and 0.6 mm
(jute) (Tripathy et al., 2000), whereby it should be noted that the
fibre/fibre bundle fineness influences the critical fibre length.

A visual comparison of the fibre bundle lengths from the different
yarns is shown in Figure 1B. The fibre bundle lengths in the rotor

FIGURE 1 | (A) Staple length of hemp fibre bundles prepared from raw fibres, staple fibre yarn and fabric and (B) Staple length of hemp fibre bundles from different
yarns compared to flax fibre bundles from a staple fibre yarn (last picture on the right); the scale is given in cm.

FIGURE 2 | Fibre width shown as Box-Whisker plots of fibre bundles
prepared from raw hemp, the sliver, the rotor yarn, the staple fibre yarn, the
fabric and the flax staple fibre yarn.
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yarns are significantly shorter compared with the twist and staple
fibre yarns. Nevertheless, the length values are clearly higher than the
critical fibre length required to reinforce a thermosetting composite.
However, the rotor spinning process leads to a higher fibre bundle
shortening than the production process for staple fibre yarns. The
fibre bundle lengths from the twist yarn and the hemp staple fibre
yarn are slightly higher than the lengths from the flax staple fibre
yarn (Figure 1B, last picture on the right side). It follows that hemp
could be processed with similar care as flax.

For comparison, the fineness was measured for hemp from the
different process steps and the flax staple fibre yarn. The results
are shown in Figure 2 as Box-Whisker plots. Due to the large and
uneven number of samples, no statistical evaluation could be
done. Hence, only the fibre width distributions with the median
values are shown. Raw hemp shows the highest median value of
40.2 μm. Nevertheless, the median value does not differ clearly
from the median width of the fibre bundles from sliver, yarns and
fabric. This means, despite the appearance of the coarse fibre
bundles in the fibre length stack (Figure 1B), a large number of
very fine fibre bundles or single cells that are spliced off the
bundle are present in the sample. It is visible that a larger number
of very coarse bundles are contained in the sample compared to
the fibres from the further process steps (see Figure 2). The fibre
width distribution is shifted due to the sliver production
compared to the raw fibres. Coarser fibre bundles are split and
refined by the processing. Only a slight further refinement of the
fibre bundles was observed due to the yarn production. The rotor
yarns tend to have even less coarse bundles than the staple fibre
yarns, which the different spinning processes can explain. The
fibre bundles from the rotor yarns showed a significantly higher
shortening, which can also be explained by improved fibre bundle
separation. Compared to the fibre bundles from the flax staple
fibre yarn with a median value of 24.0 μm, the fibre bundles in the
hemp staple fibre yarn are significantly coarser with a median
width of 36.3 μm.

The tensile properties of the hemp fibre bundles extracted
from the different process steps are shown as Box-Whisker plots
in Figure 3. As not all results follow a normal distribution, a
multiple Wilcoxon test with an error probability (α) of 5% was
used for statistical analysis. From a statistical point of view, the
tensile strength results (Figure 3A) show that the fibre bundles
were not significantly damaged by the preparation into the sliver.
The twist yarn and the rotor yarns have comparable tensile
strength, although the fibre tensile strength of the rotor yarns
tended to decrease slightly from rotor yarn V1 to V4. The fibre
bundles prepared from the staple fibre yarns and the fabric have
slightly higher strength than the fibre bundles from the rotor
yarns, suggesting that the production of the staple fibre yarns is
more gentle than processing the fibre bundles in the rotor
spinning process. Compared to the flax staple fibre yarn, the
strength of the fibre bundles from the hemp staple fibre yarns is
slightly lower but not significantly different from a statistical
point of view. A slightly different trend appears for Young´s
modulus (Figure 3B). It can be seen that Young´s modulus of all
hemp fibre bundles tested is significantly lower compared to flax.
However, as described for the tensile strength, no significant
damage to the fibre bundles due to the production of the sliver
could be proven. Fibre bundles from the twist yarn, the staple
fibre yarns and the woven fabric showed comparable tensile
moduli. The fibre bundles from the rotor yarns showed a
trend towards slightly lower Young´s moduli. The significantly
lower Young´s modulus compared to the flax fibre bundles could
be related to the size of the fibre bundles. Compared to flax, the
prepared hemp fibre bundles were coarser. Due to the presence of
a larger number of single cells in the bundle, the compliance
within the fibre bundle could be greater, explaining a lower

FIGURE 3 | Box-Whisker plots of the tensile strength (A) and Young´s
modulus (B) of hemp fibre bundles prepared from different processing stages
compared to flax with mean value as rhombus (results which do not follow a
normal distribution are marked with *, significant differences are
indicated with different letters).
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Young´s modulus. The literature often reports lower Young´s
moduli of hemp fibre bundles compared to flax (Müssig et al.,
2010).

3.2 Reinforcing Effect—Pultruded Round
and Rectangular Rods
The reinforcing effect of the yarns produced was verified on
unidirectional pultruded round and rectangular rods. A fibre
volume fraction of 40% was targeted for the round rods and 30%
for the rectangular rods. Fibre volume fractions and porosity were
calculated based on the mass and density of fibres, matrix and
composites. Table 1 shows that the targeted volume fractions were
met with a maximum deviation of 4.3% for the round rods and 2.2%
for the rectangular rods. It becomes apparent that the porosity of the
round rods is significantly lower than that of the rectangular rods. It is
assumed that this effect is caused by the lower volume fraction of the
rectangular rods, as pores can accumulate due to a looser fibre packing.

The pultruded samples were analysed by impact and bending
tests. The results of the unnotchedCharpy impact strength values are
shown in Figure 4. The data of the samples from the twist yarns
supplied by SachsenLeinen, the rotor yarns and the unidirectional
staple fibre yarns from hemp are compared with the results of the
composites produced from flax staple fibre yarns. The results of the
round and rectangular rods show the same trend. Due to the lower

fibre content, the values of the rectangular rods are slightly lower
than those of the round rods. None of the hemp yarns could achieve
the impact strength of the flax-reinforced sample. The twist yarn
achieved 51 and 59% of the impact strength of flax in the round and
rectangular samples, respectively. The rotor yarn achieved 43 and
46% of the impact strength of flax with the round and rectangular
samples, respectively. The staple fibre yarn V2 showed the highest
values with the hemp samples, achieving 56 and 63% of the impact
strength of the round and rectangular flax samples.

The fibre orientation plays an essential role in the mechanical
characteristics of fibre-reinforced composites (Cordin et al., 2018).
This statement does not contradict the results. The twist angles of
the twisted hemp yarn and the rotor yarns were measured
(compare Table 2) to evaluate the results. The twist yarn

TABLE 1 | Mean fibre volume fraction (standard deviation in brackets) and porosity of pultruded round and rectangular rods.

Yarn Round rods Rectangular rods

Fibre volume fraction in % Porosity in % Fibre volume fraction in % Porosity in %

Twist yarn 40.6 (±1.4) 1.3 (±0.6) 31.1 (±0.2) 5.8 (±1.2)
Rotor yarn V1 40.3 (±1.8) 1.6 (±1.0) 29.8 (±0.5) 7.3 (±0.5)
Rotor yarn V2 41.9 (±1.0) 1.8 (±0.6) 30.5 (±0.5) 7.0 (±0.6)
Rotor yarn V3 40.8 (±1.2) 1.4 (±0.6) 30.0 (±0.4) 7.1 (±0.4)
Rotor yarn V4 41.1 (±2.5) 1.9 (±1.2) 30.0 (±0.2) 6.9 (±0.4)
Staple fibre yarn V1 42.3 (±1.0) 1.0 (±0.5) 31.2 (±0.3) 5.8 (±1.3)
Staple fibre yarn V2 43.4 (±1.2) 1.5 (±0.9) 31.3 (±0.1) 5.6 (±0.4)
Flax staple fibre yarn 44.6 (±1.3) 0.2 (±0.3) 32.0 (±0.1) 7.5 (±2.4)

FIGURE 4 | Unnotched Charpy impact strength (mean value ± standard deviation) of pultruded round rods with a fibre volume fraction of 40% (A) and rectangular
rods with a fibre volume fraction of 30% (B).

TABLE 2 |Mean twist angles (standard deviation in brackets) of hemp twist yarns
and hemp rotor yarns.

Yarn type Twist angle in °

Twist yarn (Eγ1), 525 tex 25.1 (±4.5)
Rotor yarn V1 (Eγ7), 588 tex 40.1 (±7.1)
Rotor yarn V2 (Eγ6), 550 tex 40.7 (±8.1)
Rotor yarn V3 (Eγ5), 604 tex 38.9 (±7.9)
Rotor yarn V4 (Eγ4), 581 tex 34.7 (±6.9)
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showed a significantly lower twist angle than the rotor yarns.
This is assumed the main reason for the different impact
values. Although the fibres are more clearly shortened by
rotor spinning (see Figure 1B), they still have significantly
higher lengths than the critical fibre length of hemp in an
epoxy matrix, and the tensile strength of the fibre bundles does
not differ significantly from the results of the staple fibre yarns
(Figure 3A). The twist yarn shows comparable fibre lengths to
the staple fibre yarns, which lead to the highest impact values
in the hemp composites due to their almost unidirectional
orientation. However, even the best hemp yarn displays

significantly lower impact strength values compared with
the flax composite.

The fracture behaviour of the hemp composites reinforced with
different yarns and the flax-reinforced composite is shown in
Figure 5. While the composites from the rotor yarn V2 only
show complete fractures, the flax composites as well as the samples
from the twist yarn and the staple fibre yarn, display only hinge
fractures. Compared to the flax samples, the remaining sample
thickness of the composites reinforced with hemp yarn where the
test specimens are still attached is significantly thinner. The rotor
yarns with higher impact strength show complete and hinge

FIGURE 5 | Fracture behaviour after impact tests of pultruded rectangular rods.

FIGURE 6 | Flexural strength and flexural modulus (mean value ± standard deviation) of pultruded round rods with a fibre volume fraction of 40% (A,B) and
rectangular rods with a fibre volume fraction of 30% (C,D).
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breaks. I.e. the toughness can also be partially assessed by the
fracture appearance: the most brittle samples showed only
complete fractures, the slightly less brittle ones a mixture of
complete and hinge fractures and those with the twist yarn and
the staple fibre yarn only hinge fractures, whereby the fracture
halves can be easily pulled apart. In contrast, the flax samples hold
together more strongly. The higher impact strength of flax fibre-
reinforced composites compared to hemp fibre-reinforced
composites is also described by other authors (Müller and
Krobjilowski, 2004; Awais et al., 2020). It can be stated that the
aim of achieving 80% of the impact strength of flax fibre-reinforced
composites could not be achieved with the developed hemp yarns.

The bending properties were investigated on round and
rectangular rods and are summarised in Figure 6. As described
for the impact strength, similar trends are obtained for the
different test specimen geometries. However, due to the lower
fibre volume fraction of 30% compared to 40% of the round
rods, the characteristic values of rectangular rods are lower
(Figures 6A,C). However, compared to the impact strength,
the reinforcement effect of the hemp yarns is considerably
better. The flax-reinforced composite also provides the highest
characteristic values with 290 MPa for the round rods and
210 MPa for the rectangular rods. However, the hemp staple
fibre yarn V2 also provides good characteristic values, with
282 MPa for the round rods and 186 MPa for the rectangular
rods, which corresponds to 97 and 89% of the bending strength
of the flax samples, respectively. The twist yarn with a twist
angle of 25° resulted in 84 and 83% of the flax round and

rectangular rods, respectively. The rotor yarns V1 and V2
showed the lowest bending strength overall. As described for
the impact strength, this effect may be attributed to the high
twist angle of approx. 40°. It can be seen that a lower twist angle
of the rotor yarns V3 and V4 leads to slightly higher
characteristic values.

The trend described for the flexural strength was also found
for the flexural modulus (Figures 6B,D). Likewise, the flax
fibre-reinforced composite shows the highest values with
23.5 GPa for the round rods and 14.4 GPa for the
rectangular rods. However, the composites with the hemp
staple fibre yarns come very close, reaching values of 23.4 GPa
for the staple fibre yarn V2 and 12.9 GPa for the rectangular
rods, which corresponds to 99.6 and 89.4% of the properties of
the flax composite. The twist yarn achieved 71 and 76% of the
bending modulus of the flax composite. The bending moduli
of the composites reinforced with the rotor yarns were
significantly lower, with a trend towards slightly higher
characteristic values when using the yarns with the lower
twist angle (rotor yarns V3 and V4).

In summary, the best reinforcement effect for the staple
fibre yarn V2 with bending strengths of 282 and 186 MPa and
bending moduli of 23.4 and 12.9 GPa was achieved for the
round rods with 40% fibre volume content and the rectangular
rods with 30% fibre volume content, respectively. The hemp
staple fibre yarns exceeded the goal of achieving a
reinforcement effect of at least 80% of the flax yarns in
terms of bending properties. To classify the determined

TABLE 3 | Construction and composition of composite laminates (hybrid materials are symmetrically constructed; designations in brackets with Greek letters indicate
internal project labels).

Composite Layers Fibre volume fraction in % Volume fraction of
warp threads in %

Vacuum infusion

Hemp laminate (Eε3) 4 28.6 5.8
Hemp/glass hybrid laminate (Hε2) 5 28.6 8.0
Outer hemp layers 2 × 1 22.8 4.6
Inner glass layers 3 8.9 3.3

Hemp/glass hybrid laminate (Hε5) 5 29.2 7.3
Inner hemp layers 3 21.0 4.3
Outer glass layers 2 × 1 8.2 3.0

Glass laminate (Rε8) 6 30.5 11.2
Flax laminate (Aε5) 4 36.5 7.4

Autoclave injection

Hemp laminate 4 39.2 7.9
Hemp/glass hybrid laminate (Hε1) 5 40.8 10.2
Inner hemp layers 3 29.4 5.9
Outer glass layers 2 × 1 11.4 4.2

Glass laminate (Rε4) 9 42.6 15.7
Flax laminate (Aε4) 5 50.8 10.3

Resin transfer moulding (RTM)

Hemp laminate (Eε4) 4 30.2 6.1
Hemp/glass hybrid laminate (Hε3) 5 31.7 7.9
Inner hemp layers 3 22.8 4.6
Outer glass layers 2 × 1 8.9 3.3

Glass laminate (Rε13) 9 38.0 14.0
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properties with published data of unidirectionally reinforced
hemp fibre-reinforced epoxy composites, we refer to the work
of Liu et al. (2016a) and Liu et al. (2016b), for example. The
authors produced composites from bast fibre strips with a
volume fraction of 50% in the compression moulding process
and achieved a flexural strength of 65 MPa. Robillard et al.
(2010) and Santulli and Caruso (2009) processed hemp fibre
bundles in a hand lay-up process with a fibre volume fraction
of 30 and 55%, respectively, and achieved a flexural strength of
77 and 170 MPa, and a flexural modulus of 3.8 and 17 GPa,
respectively. A twist yarn was processed by Bledzki et al.
(2004) in a winding process and resulted in bending
strength of 148 MPa and a bending modulus of 5.9 GPa.
The results show that the reinforcement effect covers a
wide range depending on the fibres and process techniques
used. A clear reinforcement effect was demonstrated for the
staple fibre yarns produced here.

The same staple fibre yarns were used to produce fabrics on an
industrial scale and processed into composite laminates in
industrial companies.

3.3 Industrial Manufactured Composite
Laminates
The industry partners produced fabrics and composite laminates
to test the processability of the hemp staple fibre yarns. Fabrics
were processed by vacuum infusion with an epoxy resin and by
autoclave injection and resin transfer moulding (RTM) with a
bio-based epoxy (PTP-L). Table 3 shows the construction and the
calculated fibre volume fractions of hemp weft and polyester
warp threads of the different composites. For comparative
purposes, the already published results of composites made
from flax fabrics produced in the same manner (Graupner
et al., 2021) are also listed here. For the combination of the

FIGURE 7 | Tensile strength and Young´s modulus (mean value ± standard deviation) of composite laminates produced by vacuum infusion (A,B), autoclave
injection (C,D) and RTM (E,F).
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properties of hemp and glass fibres, hybrid materials were also
produced, and a glass fibre-reinforced laminate was used as a
reference sample. The autoclave injection process leads to
significantly higher fibre volume fractions than the vacuum
infusion and RTM process. Furthermore, it is noticeable that
the flax laminates produced in the vacuum infusion and autoclave
injection processes show significantly higher fibre volume
fractions than the hemp laminates. This can be explained by
the lower uniformity of the hemp yarn, which makes the fibre

packing less dense (Scarponi and Messano, 2015; Maino et al.,
2019). The different fibre volume fractions must be considered
when evaluating the mechanical properties (Sanjay et al., 2016).

The tensile properties of the different laminates produced are
shown in Figure 7. Vacuum infusion was used to produce hemp,
glass and flax laminates as well as hybrid materials with outer
hemp and inner glass layers and vice versa. The autoclave
injection process was applied to produce hemp, glass and flax
laminates and a hybrid material with outer glass and inner hemp
layers. The RTM process was used to manufacture glass and
hemp laminates, and a hybrid material with outer glass and inner
hemp layers. As expected, the glass laminates show the highest
tensile strength and Young’s modulus values. The hemp
laminates, which were produced using the vacuum infusion
and the RTM process, show comparable characteristics with
tensile strengths around 150 MPa and Young´s moduli
between 16.1 and 16.7 GPa (Figures 7A,B,E,F). The strength
and Young’s modulus values of the hemp laminates from the
autoclave injection process are slightly higher (154 MPa and
19.4 GPa), presumably due to the higher fibre volume content
(Figures 7C,D). The hemp laminate produced in the autoclave
injection process achieved 72% of the strength and 90% of
Young’s modulus of the flax laminate. The vacuum infusion
process yields 78 and 99% of the strength and Young’s
modulus of the flax laminate These results can be explained
due to the slightly lower reinforcing effect of the hemp yarns
compared to flax (Figure 6).

The reinforcement effect is additionally affected by the crimp
of the fabrics. It was shown in a previous study that the flax yarns,
processed in the same way as the hemp yarns, were not
completely aligned, and some crimp was present in the fabric
(Graupner et al., 2021). Due to the lower fineness of the hemp
yarns (300 tex) compared to the flax yarns (200 tex), it is assumed
that the crimp may be more pronounced, and the reinforcing
effect of the hemp yarns in the fabric is slightly reduced. In
addition, the lower mechanical fibre characteristics, and the lower
interlaminar shear strength (ILSS), compared to flax and flax-
reinforced composites, may affect the composite characteristics
(Figure 8).

Table 4 summarises comparative literature values. The
characteristic values determined are in the upper range of the
results presented in the literature for unidirectional or fabric-
reinforced hemp composites. Corbin et al. (2020b) showed that
even higher tensile characteristic values are procurable with a
comparable fabric with a significantly higher fibre volume
fraction of 60%.

The hybrid materials made of hemp and glass show a
significant improvement in tensile strength and Young’s
modulus compared to the pure hemp laminates. Hybrid
materials with both, outer hemp or outer glass layers were
produced using the vacuum infusion process (Figures 7A,B).
In this case, the higher mechanical properties of the materials
with the outer hemp layers can be explained by the volume
proportion of the different types of fabrics. The composite with
the outer hemp layers consists of two layers of hemp and three
layers of glass, whereas the material with the outer glass layers
consists of two layers of glass fabric and three layers of hemp

FIGURE 8 | Interlaminar shear strength—ILSS (mean value ± standard
deviation) of composite laminates produced by vacuum infusion (A), autoclave
injection (B) and RTM (C).
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fabric. Due to the higher volume fraction of glass fibres
(compare Table 3), the material with the outer hemp layers
shows higher strength and stiffness. It should be noted that the
properties of the hybrid materials depend significantly on the
layer arrangement (S. Sharavanan et al. et al., 2018; Murugu
Nachippan et al., 2020). However, due to the different volumes
of hemp and glass fibres, this influence is currently difficult to

assess. Hybrid composites exhibit damage patterns dominated
mainly by the higher fibre volume fraction of glass fibres and
their location in the outermost layers (Boria et al., 2020). In
addition to the positive influence on the mechanical properties
of hemp laminates, hybridisation can produce a significant
advantage over glass laminates, like improved damping
characteristics (La Rosa et al., 2013).

TABLE 4 | Comparison of the mechanical characteristics of hemp fibre-reinforced composites.

Fibre
load

Matrix Reinforcement Tensile
strength
in MPa

Young´s
modulus
in GPa

Bending
strength
in MPa

Bending
modulus
in GPa

References

22 vol% Epoxy Plain fabric (160 g/m2) 109 4.6 Branda et al. (2016)
29 vol% Epoxy Quasi-UD fabric (staple fibre yarn) 154 16.1 162 10.2 This study
30 mass
%

Epoxy 0/90° fibre webs 64 7.4 91 4.7 Väisänen et al. (2018)

30 vol% Bio-Epoxy (PTP-
L®)a

Quasi-UD fabric (staple fibre yarn) 148 16.7 182 12.5 This study

30 vol% Epoxy UD (fibre bundles) 50 1.7 77 3.8 Robillard et al. (2010)
30 vol% Greenpoxy UD (fibre bundles) 175 16 Réquilé et al. (2021)
30 vol% Epoxy UD (yarn) 106 12.7 Lebrun et al. (2013)
31 vol% Epoxy UD (staple fibre yarn) 186 12.9 This study
31 vol% Epoxy Plain fabric (267 g/m2; twisted yarn) 90 10 de Vasconcellos et al.

(2014a)
32 vol% Epoxy UD (yarn) 106 8.1 Liu et al. (2017c)
34 vol% Bio-epoxy (PTP-

L®)a
Plain fabric 74 6.4 Miritoiu et al. (2019)

35 mass
%

Epoxy Quasi-UD fabric (340 g/m2; twisted
yarn)

128 10.4 Boccarusso et al. (2016)

35 vol% Epoxy 0/90° Plain fabric (270 g/m2; twist
yarn)

100 8.9 Perrier et al. (2015)

36 vol% Green epoxy Five ends satin fabric 44 1.4 35 1.9 Abbas et al. (2020)
36 vol% Green epoxy Hybrid fabric (eight ends sateen/plain

weaves)
23 0.9 22 1.4 Abbas et al. (2020)

36 vol% Green epoxy Hybrid fabric (8 ends sateen/2/2
warp rib)

24 0.9 30 1.8 Abbas et al. (2020)

37 vol% Greenpoxy Twill 6 weft effect fabric (259 tex,
roving, 36 turns/m)

190 16 Corbin et al. (2020a)

39 vol% Bio-Epoxy (PTP-
L®)a

Quasi-UD fabric (staple fibre yarn) 155 19.4 174 12.4 This study

40 mass
%

Epoxy Aligned (carded fibre bundles) 130 11.5 Islam et al. (2011)

41 vol% Epoxy 0/90° 2 × 2 twill fabric (287 g/m2) 45 6 Bambach, (2020)
42 vol% Greenpoxy Plain fabric (259 tex, roving 36

turns/m)
175 15.5 Corbin et al. (2020a)

43 vol% Epoxy UD (staple fibre yarn) 282 23.4 This study
46 vol% Greenpoxy Satin 6 weft effect fabric (259 tex,

roving, 36 turns/m)
215 20 Corbin et al. (2020a)

50 mass
%

Epoxy Aligned (carded fibre bundles) 140 13 Islam et al. (2011)

50 vol% Epoxy UD (bast fibre strips) 294 33.8 64.9 Liu et al. (2016a); Liu et al.
(2016b)

50 vol% Epoxy UD (bast strips) 294 33.8 Liu et al. (2017b)
55 vol% Epoxy UD (fibre bundles) 270 32 170 17 Santulli and Caruso,

(2009)
55 vol% Epoxy 0/90° taffeta-weave fabrics (twist yarn) 126 13.9 Bonnafous et al. (2011)
55 vol% Epoxy UD (fibre bundles) 233 24.7 Réquilé et al. (2019)
60 vol% Greenpoxy Quasi-UD fabric (288 tex, roving, 39

turns/m)
287 31 Corbin et al. (2020b)

62 vol% Greenpoxy Cross-ply fabric (288 tex, roving, 39
turns/m)

148 16 Corbin et al. (2020b)

65 mass
%

Epoxy Aligned (carded fibre bundles) 165 17 175 10.5 Islam et al. (2011)

aGreenpoxy, Green epoxy and PTP-L® (Bio-Epoxy) are trade names. These resins contain biobased components.
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The tensile properties of the hybrid materials from the vacuum
infusion and RTM processes are of a similar order of magnitude.
In contrast, the properties of the materials produced in the
autoclave injection process were significantly higher due to the
higher fibre volume content (Figure 7). Despite comparable
properties of the samples from the vacuum infusion process
and the RTM process, there are considerable differences in
fracture behaviour (see Figure 9). The samples produced with
the epoxy resin by the vacuum infusion process failed brittle near
the cap strips (Figure 9A), while the samples produced with the
autoclave injection and the RTM process in combination with the
bio-based epoxy resin show significant delaminations between
the glass and hemp layers (Figures 9B,C). Despite the different
appearance, no significant differences in the interlaminar shear
strength (ILSS), which was determined using short beam shear
tests, could be detected (Figure 8). One possible explanation
could be the fact that the shear failure in the short beam shear test
takes place in the neutral plane where the hemp fibres are located
and not between the hemp and glass fabrics. The same
phenomenon was determined for the previously examined flax
composites (Graupner et al., 2021). It is assumed that the different
failures can be attributed to the different resin systems. Despite
the clear delaminations, no negative influences on the tensile
properties could be detected. The materials with comparable fibre
volume fractions from the vacuum infusion and RTM processes
produced comparable results.

The results of the bending properties are shown in Figure 10.
The trends are similar to the tensile properties with the difference
that the hybrid materials with the outer hemp or glass layers from
the vacuum infusion process gave the opposite result (Figures
10A,B). This effect can be attributed to the different loading
during a flexural test. While the cross-sectional area is
homogeneously loaded during tensile testing, in the bending
test, the upper side of the specimen is loaded in compression
and the lower side in tension. As the tensile forces mainly act on
the outer layer, and glass fibres can absorb higher tensile forces
than hemp fibres, the bending characteristics of the composite
with the outer glass layer are better despite the lower glass fibre
content compared to the composite with the outer hemp layers.

Otherwise, the bending properties also show that hybridisation
can significantly improve the properties compared to the pure
hemp composite. The reinforcement potential of flax is not fully
achieved by hemp, even in terms of bending properties. The
hemp laminates produced in the autoclave injection process
exhibited 81% of the flexural strength and 78% of the flexural
modulus of the flax laminate; the vacuum infusion process
achieved 89 and 76% of the flexural strength and flexural
modulus. However, a comparison of the bending properties of
the hemp laminates with literature data in Table 4 shows that
both the bending strength and the bending modulus are in the
upper range of the specified characteristic values.

The results of the unnotched Charpy impact strength of
composite laminates are shown in Figure 11. The glass fibre-
reinforced laminates show the highest characteristic values. It is
known that glass fibre-reinforced plastics have a higher toughness
compared with bast fibre-reinforced composites, especially hemp
fibre-reinforced plastics (Yuanjian and Isaac, 2007; Patel et al.,
2015), and the fracture behaviour is different (Bonnafous et al.,
2011). The impact strength of the hemp laminates ranges between
10 kJ/m2 for the laminate produced with the RTM process and
24 kJ/m2 for the laminate manufactured with the autoclave
injection process. These values are comparable to an epoxy
laminate produced from 0/90° fibre webs resulting in Charpy
impact strength of 20 kJ/m2 (Väisänen et al., 2018).

Compared to the tensile and flexural properties, it is noticeable
that the use of hybrid materials leads to an even more significant
improvement in impact strength than the hemp laminate. The
hybrid materials from the vacuum infusion process, which were
produced with outer hemp or outer glass layers, show higher
values for the material with the outer hemp layers. Since glass
fibres are considerably tougher than hemp fibre bundles, the one
additional glass layer in the material with the outer hemp layers
results in better energy absorption under impact loading.

As visible in Figure 9, it was expected that delaminations
could positively affect the impact strength due to energy
absorption. However, this hypothesis can only be
confirmed by tendency. The laminates from the vacuum
infusion process and the RTM process have a comparable

FIGURE 9 | Fracture behaviour of hybrid hemp/glass tensile test specimens (glass outer layers) produced by vacuum infusion (A), autoclave injection (B) and
RTM (C).
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fibre volume fraction (Table 3) and similar tensile and flexural
properties (Figures 7, 10). The impact strength of the samples
from the vacuum infusion process (126 kJ/m2) was slightly
lower than that of the samples from the RTM process (132 kJ/
m2). The significant delaminations could explain the
somewhat higher impact strength between the glass and
hemp layers, which can absorb energy during fracture
under impact loading.

As described for the round and rectangular rods, the hemp
fibre bundles in the laminates also lead to low impact strength
compared to the flax fibre-reinforced laminates. For the
laminates produced in the autoclave injection process and

vacuum infusion process, the impact strength corresponds
only to 57 and 52% to the values of the flax fibre laminate.

3.4 Economic Feasibility of Hemp Staple
Fibre Yarns and Fabrics
The price is still a major barrier to the widespread use of natural
fibres in higher-value applications. Prices for raw fibres from
high-quality long flax are around 4.40 €/kg. The development of
high-quality semi-finished products from flax tow significantly
reduced costs, as 1 kg of the raw fibres is currently at 1.00 to 1.50 €
(Graupner et al., 2021). By using hemp fibres, the raw material

FIGURE 10 | Flexural strength and flexural modulus (mean value ± standard deviation) of composite laminates produced by vacuum infusion (A,B), autoclave
injection (C,D) and RTM (E,F).
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price can be further reduced to below 1.00 €. The lower raw
material costs subsequently affect the costs of the resulting
semi-finished product (yarn or fabric). The properties of the
pultruded composites and the laminates made from the quasi-
UD fabrics show that it would be possible to use them in areas
subject to higher loads. Although the mechanical properties of
flax fibre-reinforced composites could not be achieved, the
hemp laminates achieved on average a reinforcing effect of
more than 85% of the tensile and bending properties, in some
cases even more. One deficit is the lower impact strength,

which should be understood and improved in future work.
The previous work showed that a leaf spring for the bogie of a
narrow-gauge railway could be made from the fabrics
produced from the novel flax staple fibre yarns (Graupner
et al., 2021). The use of hemp fabrics is also considered but has
not yet been implemented. By hybridising hemp and glass,
deficits such as the low toughness of the hemp laminates can
be reduced. In addition, water absorption is significantly
reduced by the outer glass layers, making it conceivable for
use in exterior areas subject to higher mechanical loads, such
as leaf springs. Due to the good damping characteristics of the
hemp fibres combined with the higher toughness, strength
and stiffness of the glass fibres, there may be further fields of
development.

4 CONCLUSION

The work followed the objective of developing cost-efficient,
high-quality textile semi-finished products made of hemp for
the composites sector. This goal has already been achieved for
flax tow in a previous study and could be transferred to hemp
from the disordered fibre line (total fibre line) to reduce
further the raw material costs and the resulting semi-
finished product costs. Similar to flax, the fibre properties
slightly decreased due to the sliver production but were not
significantly influenced by the following processing steps (yarn
and fabric production).

The aim was to achieve at least 80% of the reinforcing
potential of flax composites. It has been shown that the fibre
bundles in the staple fibre yarns with almost unidirectional
fibre orientation were considerably less shortened by the
spinning process than the fibre bundles in the rotor yarns.
Nevertheless, the rotor yarns contained fibre bundles with
considerably higher lengths than the critical fibre length
necessary to reinforce composites. However, in contrast to
the staple fibre yarns, the rotor yarns exhibited a rather large
twist. Therefore, the reinforcing effect of the staple fibre yarns
was significantly better. With the staple fibre yarns, the set goal
was achieved for the tensile and bending properties and was in
some cases even considerably exceeded for the UD pultruded
composites. The impact properties represent a deficit. The
unnotched Charpy impact strength only ranged between 50
and 60% of the flax composites. The exact reason for the lower
toughness of hemp compared to flax is investigated in our
ongoing research.

The staple fibre yarns were used to manufacture quasi-UD
fabrics, which were processed into composite laminates in
industrial processes. The achieved characteristic values of the
tensile and bending properties were relatively high. It is
expected that these can be further increased if the fabric
structure is improved. It was found that the yarns have an
ondulation (crimp), which leads to a deviation of the fibre
orientation from the longitudinal axis and thus reduces the
reinforcement effect. It is expected that a further increase in the
characteristic values can be achieved by minimising the crimp.
Moreover, further processing of the raw hemp and the

FIGURE 11 | Unnotched Charpy impact strength (mean value ±
standard deviation) of composite laminates produced by vacuum infusion (A),
autoclave injection (B) and RTM (C).
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elimination of shives can help to improve the uniformity of the
yarns and fabrics and thus achieve a higher packing density in
the composite.

The development of hybrid materials from hemp and glass is a
solution to improve the low toughness of hemp laminates. At the
same time, tensile and bending properties are also improved,
whereas the damping properties of glass laminates will probably
increase. Further application possibilities, especially for
vibration-loaded outdoor applications, should be investigated
in future research work.

Overall, it could be shown that good semi-finished textile
products can be produced with cost-efficient hemp from the
disordered fibre line, which leads to good tensile and bending
properties for use in components subject to higher loads.
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